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Greasy Spoon 

"American Diner Experience"

Tucked away in the Danish capital's, Latin district, the interestingly named

Greasy Spoon offers a fun diner experience that will have you coming

back for more. The place is a great blend of mood-lit bistro and traditional

American diner, a concept that is mirrored in the menu thus offered. The

focus is on All-American comfort food that never fails to bring expats and

tourists in droves! Top picks here include Big Cheeseburgers, onion rings,

and the strawberry milkshake (lots of delicious milkshakes on offer here).

The prices are affordable, the service is friendly and the offerings are

quite tasty.

 +45 20 151 484  greasyspoon.dk/  info@greasyspoon.dk  Studiestræde 14,

Copenhagen
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Max 

"Mouthwatering Burgers!"

Max is a popular restaurant chain in northern Europe delighting patrons

with their delectable burgers and other scrumptious fast food specials.

The Gammeltorv location of the chain is frequented by locals and travelers

alike, they come here for a quick bite before heading out on their

escapade through the city. At Max, burgers definitely steal the focus, they

are created with the use of freshest possible ingredients and the meat

patty is succulent and juicy enough to coax for one more! Beverages like

colas and milkshakes best complement the fast food fare.

 +45 3336 3037  www.max.dk/store-locator/Find-

max/Gammeltorv/

 Gammeltorv 4, Copenhagen
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The Bronx Burger Bar 

"American Steakhouse"

If you are looking for a taste of American burgers in a city full of Danish

places, come to this restaurant. Not only can you build your very own

American burger with a choice of burger, topping and dip but you can also

enjoy it in a relaxed, laid back environment that brings to mind an

American steak house. You can also opt for nachos and salads if you are

not in the mood for a heavy burger. To complete the American burger

experience, you can sip some American beer, Dr. Pepper or soda with

your meal.

 +45 3391 1918  bronxburger.dk/kontakt-

vandkunsten/

 city@bronxburger.dk  Vandkunsten 1, Copenhagen
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